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Ø Minimizes cost function that includes differences between
observations and solution
Ø Applies anelastic mass continuity and surface boundary condition
Ø Includes Laplacian function as filter for real data
Ø Additional boundary condition* at nadir: Uα = Uα, nadir
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Along-track velocity

Coplane

have the capability to operate in a “turnkey” autonomous
operation mode. Table 2 provides performance
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diagram. The radar IF/LO,
α RF transceivers and
1
the digital receiver and processor subsystems will be
mounted on a rotating structure that will typically spin at
about 10 rpm (Figure 3). These enclosures will not be
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
pressurized and cooling of the high heat producing power
amplifiers will be dealt with using heat pipes. The data
system, power distribution, navigation unit and the scanner
Ø Surface boundary condition: w = 0
controller will be installed in the stationary payload area.
Ø Nadir boundary condition: Uα = Uα, nadir
This configuration avoids the usage of long waveguides and
• Assumes constant vertical velocity anda linear
cross-track
winds
distance
multi-channel
RF rotary
joint, across
which issmall
lossy and
difficult
to build and maintain at HIWRAP frequencies. Figure 4
shows HIWRAP
scanner assembly installed in Global Hawk
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=
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α , α = 0 area. HIWRAP has several subsystems and the
cot α
2sin α a brief description of the key
following provides
subsystems.
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Ø Utilizes natural coordinates of scanning geometry
Ø Interpolates fore and aft observations to cylindrical
The design of HIWRAP involves a compromise in order to
coordinates (ρ, α, Y)
address the scientific requirements and hardware limitations
Ø Calculates two components (Uρ , UY) in eachimposed
α planeby the size, power, and weight constraints of the
aircraft platform. A number of factors, such as the high
Ø Third component Uα retrieved by integratingaltitude environment, limited space, weight and power pose
anelastic mass continuity equation
challenges to system design. The entire radar system must

GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS

Dynamic Range (dB)
Doppler Velocity (ms-1)

Reflectivity (dBZ)

Altitude (km)

Range
0-100
0-360
0-60
0-360
± 20

Cross-track velocity

SIMULATED DATA

Altitude (km)

Parameters
Horiz. Wind Speed (ms-1)
Horiz. Wind Direction (o)
Surface Wind Speed (ms-1)
Surface Wind Direction (o)
Vertical Wind Speed (ms-)

Ku-band
Ka-band
Inner Beam:
RF Frequency (GHz)
Inner Beam:
35.560
13.910
Outer Beam:
Outer Beam:
33.720
13.470
Tx Peak
Power (W)
30 scan of MM5
8
Ø Simulated
HIWRAP
simulation
of
Hurricane
Rita
3 dB Beam Width (o)
2.9
1.2
Ø Tilt angle of 40°
Polarization
V (inner beam), H (outer
beam)
0.0
-5.0
Minimum Detect.
Cross-track velocity (m/s)
velocity error at nadir
Reflectivity (dBZCross-track
e, 60 m
range res., 10 km range
and 3 km chirp pulse)

Scanning

Wind components at nadir (m/s)

Specifications

Parameters

Global Optimization

(Armijo 1969, Chong and Testud 1996)

Retrieval
Products
(resolution
cell: 1km x
1km x
60m)
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The High-Altitude Imaging Wind and Rain
Airborne Profiler (HIWRAP) is a dual-beam,
dual-frequency, Doppler radar system designed
for operation on board the Global Hawk aircraft
unmanned aircraft system. The antennas of
HIWRAP point downward and scan conically at
two different tilt angles. This scanning geometry,
which is unlike the traditional tail radar fore/aft
scanning technique, presents unique challenges to
retrieving the full three-dimensional wind field.
We compare two well-established dual-Doppler
Figure
1.1.HIWRAP
Measurement
Concept
Figure
HIWRAP measurement
concept
retrieval techniques that were redesigned for the
TABLE 1 HIWRAP MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
HIWRAP geometry.

COPLANE ANALYSIS

TABLE 2

sight wind measurement accuracy is much smaller than the
retrieved wind accuracy.

Coplane

INTRODUCTION

Wind vectors at 3 km altitude
(Global optimization)

Ø Both dual-Doppler methods performed well in retrieving the simulated wind field.
Ø In the simulation, the coplane analysis had slightly lower cross-track velocity errors, while the global
optimization analysis had slightly lower along-track velocity errors.
Ø Both schemes performed similarly well with vertical velocity retrieval.
Ø For the HS3 data, both schemes retrieved similar wind fields at nadir, indicating the robustness of the
observation patterns.
Ø Away from nadir, retrievals generally agree above 4km, but deviate below this level in the unobserved
u-theta wind component.
Ø Global optimization provides a solution that is consistent with the radar measurements including
measurement errors that are spread across the wind components.
Ø The coplane analysis solution remains consistent with observations for the observed wind components,
while the unobserved component highlights where non-physical observations occur.

